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'' 'ing to balance studying a whole lot ordi8erent sub- vision, are only offered during the surrimer.'-.-Thus',

"Summer school" is a term that often conjures jects and getting barely into each one." . summer classes give him the opportunity to study
gu negative images of long hours in a sweltering 'arren is cu'rrently taking History 451 and Plu- . subjects he would otherwise be unable to, and pro-

assroom while one's fr'iencgls are outdoors enjoying losophy 221, an online class. He said being able to vide the added bonus of allowing'him to take
fewer'reedem

and fun. For some University of Idaho stu- take summer classes is perfect for him, because his credits during his senior year.
dents; however, summer courses offer a quick and busy schedule as a resident assistant and house di- Hubler said he enjoys, the overall feel of summer

easy way to get ahead on their degree or experience rector during the last two years kept him from being classes; adding that there is more emphasis on "learn-

tNn~s they would otherwise be unable to. 'ble to take as many credits as he would like. ".','ng through discussion" instead of homework.
"Ft's almost better than regular classes," said +us- Kyle Hubler, a senior studying Radio/TV/Digital

tin Warren, a senior double majoring in international . Media Production, has a different reason for taking- See SUMMER, page 8
P
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Concerts in June:
Ciroto Marimba Ensemble

June 25
Noon on Commons Green

I Wine holder
4 Billiards shot
9 Hoagies

13 Spanish cheer
14 Reference book
15 Snarcs
17 Hitthejackpot
18 Christmas songs
19 Shatpshooter Oakley
20 Classroom activity

for lower grades
23 Compass heading
24 Narrow ridges
25 Taxes
27 Preceded
28 Stock units

30 Fissile rock
33 US territory
34 'Kind ofcollar
37 Hcavy weight
38 Thc it Girl Bow
39 Dutch city
40 Himalayan legend

42 Bee house
43 White heron
45 Drink
47 Articulate
48 Ropedowna

'ountain
50 Brownish-orange

horse
53 Notable period
54 Like some

lnstitullons

58 Bridal path
60 Incensed
61 DiP'rent Srntket

actress Charlotte
62 Alloy
63 Sounds of

disappointment

13

17

24

21

27

14

18

28 29

15

25 28

23

18

30 31 32

37

41 42

33

45 48

48 49

59

64 Egg cells
65 Blubbers
66 Beginning
67 TratIIc stopper

I Wedding words
2 Hilo hello
3 Singing voice
4 Sca cow
5 Rcpcnted
6 Idttarod items
7 Seasoner
8 Tobe,toBrutus
9 More hnckneyed

10 Ornamental vase

34 35 38

39

43 44

47

81 52

57

87
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ll First under-four-

minute man
12 Backbone
16 Stitches
21 Water source
22 Peruvian beast
26 Victory sign
28 Debonair
29 Rabbit relative
30 Hog haven
31 Tiller's tool
32 It. appetizer
33 Smooth-longucd
35 Literary piece
36 Tenniscourt

dlvldcr
38 Hot dish

41 Rascal-
43 '5tncerc
44 Grcck snndwieh

46 Asian pcppcr
plants

47 Mollify
48 Enlarge, as 8

hole
49 Zodiac 5lgn
50 Scale carpets
51 Mistake
52 Exit
55 Soybean paste
56 Ireland
57 Before heat or

head
59 Chem classroom
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Matt Adams-Wenger
Summer Arg

This is dating me slightly, but one of my favorite childhood movie characters is the lovable simpleton Ernest P. Worrel,
played by Jim Varney. With Wikipedia, IMDb and YouTube, I can find out so much more. about him than was ever apparent
at the. time I saw his movies as a youngster. For those of you with nothing'to do this summer, or with stuff to do but who
crave some cinematic entertainment on a lazy Thursday night, I have prepa'red my Top Five Ernest Movies.

5. 4. 3. 2.

5. Ernest Goes to Camp (1987)

Ernest's first major mo-
tion picture, this is

what'ntroducedmost of the
country to the talents of Mr.

'arney. Previously, Varney
had been working indepen-

. dently as an actor and had
already popularized the
character of Ernest in com-
mercials beginning in 1980.
He would shill for dairy
products, food, natural gas,
cars, whatever his agency
told him to.

He proved so popular
that he was given his own
movie, as well as a TVshow
the following year which
wo'n a daytime Emmy. In
"...Camp,"Hollywood has
clearly yet to figure out
exactly what to do with this
character who had previous-
ly been featured for no more
than a minute at a time, but
the seeds are being planted
for a major movie career.

Notable for: Dean Worm-
er from "Animal House" try-
ing to murder Ernest at the
end of movie. Holy crap..

No.

4. Ernest Scared Stupid (1991)

Basically, Ernest and his young
friends have to stop evil trolls from
taking over the city. The trolls get their
power by turning children into little
statues, but can be defeated by milk.
OK, so it sounds stupid on paper. In
fact, most of his movies sound stupid
on paper ...Notable for: an epic final
battle as well as a supporting role for
Eartha "Sexiest Catwoman" Kitt as a
crazy witch-type.

3. Ernest Saves Christmas (1988)

Personally, I think this is the best
Christmas movie there is. An aging (oh
no) Santa comes to Florida to choose
his replacement, and Ernest helps out.
Again, sounds boring, but the combina-
tion of witty antics and conflict (Santa's
replacement just doesn't understand
what the spirit of Christmas is all about)
saves the movie from devolving into
maudlin mishmash. Notable for: per-

'apsthe first cinematic representation of
Santa's flying sleigh.

1.Ernest Goes to Jail (1990)

This is by far the best Ernest movie.
Simple bank janitor Ernest is called to
'ury duty, but he is switched with a

ardened criminal who happens to look
just like him.

Notable for: introducing us to Ernest's
house; the antics of Chuck and Bobby,

. security guard comedy team; Jim Varney
playihg two separate characters, but one

, of them being completely serious. Such is
the talent of Jim Varney. When this was
written, this movie was viewable on You-
Tube. Go watch it before YouTube notices'nd takes it down.

g,C',

2. Knowhutimean? Hey Vern, It's My
Family Album (1983)

Primarily, I think these movies are
entertaining because of the talent of
Jim Varney. While Ernest himself is just
simply goofy, he's more entertaining
by virtue of his facility for impressions,
expressions, voices and characters.

In this low-budget flick from way-
'ack-when,Ernest finds a family album

in his attic and tells his neighbor Vern
all about it through the magic of flash-
back vignettes.

In doing so, Varney. plays several
different characters from. his family
history, each different enough to not be
boring, but each similar enough that
you can see Ernest coming from these .

people. The best scene is when a pio-
neer ancestor guards a fort by convinc-
ing the attacking Indians that there are .
in fact a whole army of rabid soldiers
inside. Notable for: every second.
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July s - August 8
Universit:y of Idaho
Hartung Theaters

by Paul Slade Smith

This laugh-out-loud comedy throws a crazy
cast of characters into two adjoining hotel
rooms, with one hidden camera and eight

slamming doors. "Farce" has so many
twists and turns, audiences will shake their

heads while holding their sides.

by Jahnna Beecham and Malcofm Hlllgartner

Whoa, Brittania! When America's favorfte
singing cowboys are late for a special BBC

WW li radio broadcast, the Brits jump in and
try to fill thefr boots! This cross continent
musical comedy is full of vintage western

musical favorites.

Some Enchanted Evening:
'1'hc Sot tgs of'ocfgcrs k. I lain»tcrsicin

Music by Richard Rodgers.
Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein Il.

Concept by Jetfrey B.Moss.

An evening filled with unforgettable
hits from the world's most beloved musicals
written by two of Broadway's biggest icons.

RoMRo 8z JUI(xHT
by William Shakespeare

Swords and stars will cross as two young
lovers defy their families, endanger their
friends, and risk everything in this tale of

passion, poison, street brawls and secrecy.

(Watch R8I J under the stars orlndoors
for a special performance on Aug. 8!)

DISNEV S HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 1 ACT
Book by David Sknpetkp. Songs by Matthew Genird, Rabble Nevg, Ray Cham, Greg Chsnl,Andrew Seeley, Randy pelersen,

Kevin Quinn, nndy Dodd, Adorn Wacs, Bryan Loulseoe, David N. Lewnsnce, Faye Greenberg end*mls Houston.
Musk Adapted, Arranged end produced by Bryan Loulseoe. Based on e Dlmey Channel Orlglnel Movte wrttten by peter Bersacchlnk

Jocks, brainfacs, thespfans and skater dudes all come together in this
'weetand squeaky-clean musical, performed by local talent and iRT pros.

Sunday Monday Tuesday

Evening Performances r30 pm Matlnees at rdoo pm
High School Musical Evenings 6:3opm

Wednesday

'"""
fhReE
7:30 PID

Hsrtung Indoors

8
Enchanted

7:30pm
Hartung Indoors

Thursday

9
Enduottcd

7I30 Pm
Hsrtung Indoors

Friday

10

fJReE
70o Pm

Hs rtung Indoors

Saturday

Happy

4th of July!

11

CHAPS
7c30 pnl

Hartuna Indoors

12
CHAPS '-

tuoo pm
Hartung Indoors

13 14
Enchantrd

7I30 Pm
Hartung Indoors

15
CHAPS

7c30 Pnl
Hartung Indoors

EhReE
7I30 Pm

Hsrtcmg Indonrs

17
CHAPS

7I30 Pm
Hsrtung Indoors

18
Enchanted

7:30Pm
Hertung Indoors

19
r>ReE
ydoo pm

Hartung Indoors

20 21

H. $.MUSICAL
6I30 inn

Hartung Indoors

22
Enchanted

7:30pm
Hertung Indoors

23
H.8. MUsicAL

6:30Pm
H sr tung Indoors

24

R8I J
7:30Pm

Hsrtung Outdoors

R&J
7I30 pm

Hertuna Outdoors

76
Enchantad

auto pm
Hertung Indoors

2

H. B.MUSICAL
a:00 Pm

Hartung Indoors

27 78
FhReE
7I30 Pm

Hsrtung Indoors

CHAPS
7:30 inn

Hartung Indoors

29

ng Outdoors

5

R8r J
7:30 Iun

Hsrtung Outdoors

30
H. S.MUsIcAL

6:30Pill
Hertung Indoors

6
fhReE
7:30pm

Hsrtung Indoors

31

Rgt J
7:30Pfn

Hertun Outdoors

7
CHAPS

7I30 Pm
Hsrtung Indoors

AUG 1

CHAPS
7:30pm

Hertung Indoors

8
Rgt J
7:30Pm

Hartung INDOORSI

Season Subscriptions and Single Tickets at::
Ul Kibbie DOme BOX OfFiCe (ZOS) 88cy-7212:.+<rfcsI,~ t csur '

& AT THE DooR! WWW I4+QCIF+P 0+@
' ..
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Moseley
Argonaut

off told by the film itself, be-
cause it is brilliantly done. In
the first ten or'fifteen minutes of
the movie, the aucBence knows
exactly how much Fredricks-
en's wife meant to him, and the.

loneliness he feels with
her gone. The contrast
between Fredricksen's
personality when she
was alive is stark be-
cause in the present, he
is grumpy and almost
spiteful. Through the
course of his adven-
tutes with Russell, his
8-year-old 'counterpart,
Fredricksen finds him-
self forced to face his
unwillingness to love
anyone else, let go of
the past and start hving
his life in the present.

While the premise
of the film is deeper

than many other Pixar films,
there are plenty of laughs to be
found throughout all 96 min-
utes. "UP" is easily enjoyable
for older audiences as well as
younger ones, and in fact,
might be even more appealing
to an older age bracket for its
subject material.

As always, the animation is
superb. Another plus for "UP"
is that it is full of action from be-

'
to end, complete with

'ght scenes. It is packed with
warmth, color and wit, and it'
sure to keep you entertained
until the last balloon pops.

From the moment Carl
Fredricksen, the main charac-
ter of Pixar's latest film "UP,"
comes on screen, it
is difficult not to be
swept away by his

.story and endless
devotion.

The film features
many more lovable
characters besides
Fredricksen, includ-
ing his accidental
sidekick . Russell,
and others they find "Up"
along the way, like Rate4 PG-
Dug the dog. Each
one is endearing ln theaters
in ways only Plxar
seems to be able to
achieve, but with a
flare of originality
not seen in its previous films.

Fredricksen's character is a
78-year-old holding onto the
memory of his wife and child-
hood friend, Ellie. He lives in
the house- where they met,
and one day takes off on the
adventure to Paradise Falls,
a location in South America
he and his wife always talk-
ed about. As a former bal-
loon salesman,'redricksen
has plenty of balloons lying
around, and he fills them alll

up and takes his home with
him on his adventure.

The rest of the plot is better
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a room renova ion s ar s
Marcus Kellls

Summer Arg

In 1961, the University of
Idaho Student Union Building
got a ballroom.

That same ballroom —which
in the last few years has hosted
Death Cab for Cutie, Del tha
Funkee Homosapien, and Chief
Justice of the Uruted States John
Roberts —has been essentially
the same since, Over the sum-
mer, it will receive its first com-
plete renovation since its con-.
struction..

.''What used to be the signa-
ture room of its size in town es-
sentially became a tired, old, big
room," said Mark Miller, assis-
tant director of the Idaho Com-
mons and Student Union.

Miller said the renovations
will address the "tired natiue of
the room," specifically with the
stage, floor and ceiling.

The design has many part-
ners, inciudmg zimmerraystu-
dios in Seattle, Castellaw Kom
Ardutects in Lewiston, and
Coffinan Engineers with an
office in Spokane. Golis Con-

struction Inc. from Eagle is the
general contractor. Zimmerray-
studios and Castellaw Kom are
both UI alumni.

Miller called zimmerray-
studios —Robert Zimmer and
Harry Ray —the driving force
behind the design. Coincidental
w'ith the ballroom de'sign, the
firm created a master plan for
the SUB's second floor.

'I'he stage has been expand-
ed several times, and the plans
call for a return to the stage's
original height of 2 feet. The
installed lighting and sound
will be replaced, and rigid wall
dividers will take the place of
fabric ones,

Christina Kerns, the Vandal
'Entertainment adviser, is one
user of the ballroom. Vandal
Entertainment uses the space
for conceits, speakers and per-
forming arts.

"This is a difficult campus
io program on," Kems said.
"We do a lot of shows in the
ballroom we 'could've sold a
lot more tickets to," referring
to sold-out shows by Craig
Morgan and Taylor Swift. The

ballroom's former capacity was
850, seated or standing, but af-
ter the renovation it might be
hundreds more.

Kerns said she was excited-
about increased access to the
stage. Presently, storage com-
partments are behind pillars
on the west wall, but the pillars
will become a wall themselves.
The new wall will have access
doors for catering and techni-
cians —and transport between .
dressing rooms and the stage.

The renovation has devel-
oped quickly. Feasibility stud-
ies began in 2005, but the ar-
chitects were only selected on
December 24 of last year and
blueprints were finalized in
May. UI gave the constructors
nodce to proceed on June 2,
though asbestos removal began
earlier than that.

The'ppaloosa meeting
room in the Borah Lounge will
be connected to the ballroom,
as well, and the east wall of the
main stairwell will be removed
to promote an open atmosphere
in the SUB.

In accordance with the new

master plan for the second
floor, the next several'ears
will see work done on the Bo-
rah Theater and the lounge and
meeting rooms south of the
ballroom. Up next will be heat-
ing, ventilation and air condi-
tioning work Miller said that

the university had the funds for
renovation or HVAC right now,
but not both.

''We'e way due," Miller said
of the renovation. "It's been al-
most 50 years. On the other side
of the coin, it's held up tremen-
dously well." .

Kate Kucharzyk/SummerArg
lhe University of Idaho Student Union Building Ballroom renova-
tions started on June 2..Renovations in the ballroom will include
lowering the stage, 'replacing lighting and sound, and new wall
dividers, and it is expected to be open for use again by Oct. l.

Evolution: it's all around Moscow
Marcus.Kellis

Summer Arg

Though evolutionary biology is not the
most well-known of the University of Idaho's
researches, beginning Friday the campus will
host Evolution 2009, the annual combined con-
ference of three scientific societies.

Twelve hundred participants are expected,
including many from both UI and Washington
State University. Olle Pellmyr, a UI professor of
biology, is the program chair for the conference.

"We have a critical mass of evolutionary
biologists," Pellmyr said about UI and WSU's
researchers. "We want to show off. We have
mass, a'nd now we need visibility."

The conference is the meeting of the Society
for the Study of Evolution, the Society of Sys-
tematic Biologists and the American Society of
Naturalists. New this year will be the Stephan
Jay Gould Award for Public Outreach. Eugenic
C. Scott, an activist against the teaching of cre-
ationism in public school science classes, will be
its first recipient. Scott will give a lecture open to
the public at 8 p.m. Friday in the Kibbie Dome
on the public understanding of evolution.

Erica Bree Rosenblum, an assistant professor
in UI's department of biological sciences, will
be presenting research at the conference about

the gene that turns some lizards white. She did
her graduate, doctoral and postdoctoral work
at the University of California-Berkeley.

"You might be surprised to realize that'our
infrastructure is the same (as theirs)," Rosen-
blum said.

Rosenblum's research covers both speciation,
or the creation of new species, and extinction.
Both Rosenblum and Pellmyr said UI's evolu-
tionary biology program has a great strength in
multidisciplinary work —mathematicians and
statisdcians work with biologists in the program.

"I kind of work from the level of the mol-
ecules to the level of communities, but a col-
league might go from the species all the way.to
the hue of life," she said.

The conference is the preeminent one .in
its field. Pellmyr has been to between 10 and
15 conferences, and Rosenblum has been to

'round 10.
Previous hosts include the University of

Minnesota and Stony Brook University. Fol-
lowing Idaho, the 2010 conference will be held
at Portland State Uriiversity.

"This is the intellectual highpoint of the year
for me, this week," Rosenblum said. 'It's not
just that we have the best and brightest (at the
conference) —you meet people you wouldn'
otherwise meet."
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EL provides Systems, Services, and Products for the Protection,
onitoring, Control, Automation, and Metering of Utility and

ndustrial Zlectric Power Systems Worldwide. We invite you to
onsider thefollowingcareer opportunity in Pulltnati, Washington.

Humari Resources Intern

urrent student in the Pullman or Moscow area needed to support our
uman Resources department in recruiting, hirin'g, and university

elations. Responsibilities include assembling recruiting, interview and

enefits materials for distribution'as well as assisting with reference
hecking, job fairs and other special projects as assigned. Must be
eeking a degree in Business, Human Resources or related field, have

nowledge of HR law and practices as well as excellent writing and

peaking skills. lf you are looking tq gain experience in a corporate
nvironment in various aspects ofhuman resources then this may be the
osition for youl

Please visit our mebsite at:
www.selinc.corn/careers

tVe ate an EEOIAA employer, MIFIDIV encouraged to apply.
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since the Latah Trail was
completed October 2008.

As it runs over
the old. railroad
tracks, the trail is
moderately level
with only slight
slopes.

It is perfect for
beginning rid-
ers, or those who
haven't been on a
bicycle in several
years, like me.

The first two
miles out of Troy
through the forest
is perfect for cool
air and calm riding.
Once you get next
to the highway

there are many views of the
rolling hills of Idaho.

According to an article
in Fitness Magazine, people
are nature-deprived because
of the amount of hours we
have been devoting to work.

Riding a bicycle instead
of attending a spin class is
one cure to this problem.

Being outdoors can in-
crease happiness. It's not just
the presence of the plant life,
but the sun can also provide
enrichment to our bodies.

June 13 was named
National Get Outdoors Day
by the Idaho Department of
Health and Welfare. If you
haven't taken the time to rid
your life of unnecessary stress,
use Saturday as the jump start
to a healthy lifestyle.

Starting a healthy lifestyle
during the summer will
prepare you for the winter
ahead.

Not only does regular
exercise and being outdoors
decrease your stress, there
are many other benefits, spe-
cifically to bicycle riding.

It tones your muscles,
keeps your joints healthy,
trains your heart for healthy
circulation and improves
lung capacity. /

Riding a bicycle is benefi-
cial for all areas of the body,
keeping your legs strong
and fit without becoming
too large, and your shoul-
ders.and arms are put to
work when climbing steep
slopes.

In these stressful times,
it is important to maintain a
healthy lifestyle.,

Regular exercise
is one of the best
ways,to maintain
a healthy lifestyle,
according to the
Centers for Disease
Control.

Last week,
some friends and I
decided we would
take on bicycle rid-
ing. First, we rode
two miles out on a
county road near
my house in Troy.

But last Thurs-
day, we decided we
would tackle'the
Latah Trail'between Troy
and Moscow and not stop
until we got to Subway.

To my surprise we all
made it, so we decided to

'akethe trail back instead of
calling for a ride.

I admit I don't exercise
regularly like I should, so
after this ride every muscle
in my body was sore.

What made the ride worth
it was the amount of energy
I had the next day and the
aura I felt around me.

I felt rested.
Most days I'm waiting foi

every opportunity to srieak
in a nap, but after the ride
I had a feeling of renewed
happiness and accomplish-
ment, My days went by
much quicker and I felt a
huge release of stress I had
been feeling with the routine
of my job.

This is the first summer
riders have had the op-
portunity to embark on the
adventure of the 11-mile ride

Jennifer
Schlake

Summer Arg
argonautN
ulda ho.edu

K

Lh/C3LV'6 RIME
(PG13)

Fri 8:OOPM
Sat 5:3OPM '&:8:OOPM
Sun 4."304 7:OOPM
$5/udult, 43/uhlld under.13

Peddling,out stress

rea ingyouI'wa et
Summer xs a great hme

for camping, baseball games,
boating ...and new fashion.
It is a time to kick off your .

jeans and let your
legs breathe. During
the winter clothes
are all about deep,
rich colors, a lot of
layers and bundling
up to keep warm.

'utin the summer
it is time to peel
off the lay'ers and
grab a cute pair of
strappy sandals and
a skirt. Elizabet

Summer clothes
are full of.fun col- argon
ors, different pat-'idah
terns, unique styles
and multiple ways
to create a chic ensemble
and a fresh from the beach
look. Trying to accomplish
all potential summer attires
can easily become expen-
sive, but it does not have
to b'e with a few key multi-
purpose pieces.

Keeping a few staple
garments in your closet for
any season is a good idea
if you'e tiying to maintain
a budget. For the summer,
staple garments in each main
clothing group can make it

ossible for you to have a
esh from the beach look

one day and the next, a chic
ensemble that looks like it is
worth a million bucks.

. Summer leg wear
includes shorts of various
lengths, capri pants and an
assortment of skirts. De-
pending on personal prefer-
ence, each of these catego-
ries can be used for staple
garments and dressed down
or up. Summer tops include
a variety of tank tops (also

single shoulder tops), cami-
soles, tube tops, T-shirts
and classy'dress tops. And

. finally there are always the
ever popular
sun dresses.

Accessories and
shoes also help to
either dress up or
dress down.su'm-
mer style. Shoes
of any kind can
be put to good
use, including flip
flops, sandals,
heels and tennis

h Rudd shoes'. Accesso-
ef Arg ries can be found
aut@ on good sales
o edu throughout the

ear and can easily
e used in any sea-

son. Each of these summer
fashion elements can be
mixed an'd matched to cre-
ate low cost ensembles.

Staple items from each of
the summer fashion ele-
ments can be reused and
mix-matched. For example,
a comfortable, mildly styled
pair of denim shorts (re-
gardless of the length) can
be worn to the beach with
a swimsuit and flip-flops or
coupled with a cute pair of
wedged heels and a dressy
top. Capri pants generally
foIlow the same guidelines
as shorts with one excep.-
tion towards heels —they
do not have to be limited

. to wedges.
Like shorts, a staple

skirt, whether it is neutral-
colored cotton or denim,
can also be worn with
flip-flops and a tank top or
heels and a sassy.top. Tops
can be worn with any form
of leg wear, and depending
on the style, can be used for

either the beach or a chic
look. Tops are also typi-.
cally less expensive than
other elements of summer
fashion making it possible
to have more outfits.

Sun dresses are fun and
represent personal style, so as
long as'you pick one or two
that you like, you can rock
,them all summer. Shoes for
sun dresses are unlimited.

'or

the beach a pair of flip-
flops or flat sandals can make
for a casual look, while any
form of a heel will generate a
chic, on-the-town feel.

Accessorizing these items
can be simple. A few basic

ieces, like a set of silver
oops, gold hoops and,then

one or two other pairs of
jazzier earrings can be used
for any of these outfits.
Simple hoops work well
with a day at the beach and
jazzier earrings add a little
emphasis to a more high
fashion look.

The same theory works
for necklaces and bracelets.
When going to the beach, if

ou wish to wear a neck-
ace, then choose something

simple with a short chain.
For a night on, the town, grab
a longer necklace with a
little more flair, and save the
bracelets for then too.

Purchasing one or two
items from the main cat-
egories, including leg wear,
shoes and dresses that use
basic colors and

style'will'rovide

clean canvases for
accessories and tops. By
adding and subtracting ele-
ments of an outfit, it is easy
to create a fresh from the
beach look or a chic ensem-
ble without having to buy a
new wardrobe.

Read hVomen s Mfednesday and Nylon
Summer Tour review online at
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